1. All dimensions are in mm.
2. Do not scale drawings.
3. Any ambiguity or discrepancy discovered shall be reported immediately to the architect.
4. Refer sheet no 9.00 & 9.01 for Block G Framing Drawing.
5. Refer sheet no 0.07 & 0.08 for plinth framing & spot sections.
6. Refer sheet no 0.05 & 0.06 for plinth spot sections.
7. Refer sheet no 0.04 for plinth beam & rubble wall extent.
8. Refer sheet no 0.03 for column center line.
9. Refer sheet no 0.01 and 0.02 for setting out plan.
10. Do not change location of external face of UCR.
11. Align external face of UCR to the brick wall above.
12. Mark the UCR extents per final brick size.
13. All levels are measured from the unfinished floor level.
14. These drawings to be read in conjunction with structural and services drawings.
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